Public Notice of UAS (drone) Flight
10/1/18

Date of Flight: Thursday October 4, 2018

Time Window of Flight: 7:00AM to 10:00AM

Estimated Total Flight Time: 20 minutes

Location: 228 Edgartown-Vineyard Haven Road, Tisbury MA (Map 14 Block A Lot 3)

Requesting Agency: MVC

Imagery Collected: Video & Still Photos

Flight Plan: UAS will take off and land in the parking lot of 228 Edgartown-Vineyard Haven Road; Ascend to height of 144ft above ground level (AGL); fly over above existing Verizon Tower; rotate UAS 360° and capture video.

Purpose: The MVC is reviewing the proposed Verizon tower as a DRI. Flying this mission will help determine if the new tower, at a height of 144ft, will be blocked from view by any distant trees.

MVC UAS Flight Service: All MVC UAS flights are flown by their DOT-FAA certified sUAS Remote Pilot in accordance with all FAA small Unmanned Aircraft System part 107 regulations within Title 14 of the Code of Regulations.

Visit the MVC's UAS FAQ webpage.